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Save A Seed 

Dedicated 

to those hearts 

& hands 

who brought this seed 

to life. 
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Earth is a wild garden,

full of delicious treats.  

Over the years, people learned 

which of these to eat.  

sunflower
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Many of our favorite foods

began as just a single seed, 

from artichoke to zucchini, 

seeds are magical, indeed! 

lettuce 
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Seeds are found in nature,

for animal friends to eat, 

as well as in the grocery store— 

a perfect people treat! 

poppy 
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But, for those who are patient

and for those who are brave, 

a flower in the garden gives 

plenty seeds to save! 

cilantro 
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If you want to save a seed,
this might come as a shock, 

let the plant dry out, 

just leave it on the stalk1! 

peas 
1 stalk- (n) the stem of a plant 
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It’s finally time to harvest when your
seeds are hard and dry. 

Your plant may be near the end of life, 

but there is no need to cry.   

carrot 
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You see, seeds make plants

and plants make seeds— 

this cycle goes forever— 

to save a seed for next time 

is a very clever endeavor2! 

calendula 

2

2 endeavor-(n) a goal
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But how do you harvest3 a seed

to save for another day? 

A little direction 

will surely get you on your way. 

zinnia 
3 harvest-(v) to gather plants, flowers, fruits, 

vegetables, and/or seeds from the garden
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First, gather the stalk4

and begin your inspection. 

The pods5, husks6, and chaff7 

are all forms of protection. 

wheat 
4 stalk- (n) the stem of a plant 
5 pod-(n) a case to protect seeds 
6 husk-(n) a cover to protect plants 
7 chaff-(n) the leftover seed coverings
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To shuck your seeds

find a comfortable place. 

Notice your senses 

as you find a nice pace.  

onion 
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For smaller seeds,

cup them in your hand, 

blow lightly 

to watch the chaff8 disband9. 

arugula 

8chaff- (n) the leftover seed coverings 
9 disband- (v) to separate 11



After your seeds are free and

uncovered, 

take a look at all you have discovered. 

celery 
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To store your seeds

look for a special spot. 

Seeds like it cool, dark and dry, 

or else they could rot.  

fava beans 
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An envelope is perfect

to tuck your seeds away. 

Write out the name and date 

to save them for another day. 

artichoke 
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You might be wondering;

why in the world 

would I save a seed? 

Christmas lima bean 
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To save a seed

is cause for celebration! 

You grew a gift 

for the next generation10! 

10 generation- (n) a group of people, plants or 

animals born in the same time period
16

basil 



Share a bit with the seed library11and

friends. 

That way, seeds can be borrowed 

again and again.  

chard 
11 Seed library- (n) a community seed bank where members can 

check out seeds for free, grown them and then return the next

generation of seeds to share with others. 
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save a seed 
A beginner’s guide to saving seeds, sharing 

seeds, and exploring the beauty of plants gone 

to seed! 

learn to save: 
sunflower 
lettuce
poppy 
cilantro
peas
carrot 
calendula 
zinnia
wheat
onion
arugula 
celery
fava beans 
artichoke 
lima beans 
basil
& chard seeds




